Potent "clicked" MMP2 inhibitors: synthesis, molecular modeling and biological exploration.
A new series of MMP2 inhibitors is described, following a fragment-based drug design approach. One fragment containing an azide group and a well known hydroxamate Zinc Binding Group in a α-sulfone, α-tetrahydropyrane scaffold, has been synthesized. Water-LOGSY, STD and competition-STD experiments indicate that this fragment binds to the active site of the enzyme. A click chemistry reaction was used to connect the azide to lipophilic alkynes selected to interact selectively with the S1' subunit of MMP2, as shown by docking and molecular dynamic experiments of the designed compounds. The most potent compounds 18 and 19 displayed an IC(50) of 1.4 and 0.3 nM against MMP2 respectively, and showed negligible activity towards MMP1 and MMP7, two metalloproteinases which have a shallow S1' subsite. Compound 18 also showed a promising selectivity profile against some antitarget metalloproteinases, such as MMP8, and considerably less activity against MMP14 (IC(50) = 65 nM), and MMP9 (IC(50) = 98 nM), other MMPs characterized by having a deep S1' pocket and, therefore, more similar to MMP2.